Background  The number of pet cats is increasing in most countries, often outnumbering pet dogs, yet cats receive less veterinary care than their canine counterparts. Clients state the difficulty of getting the cat into a carrier at home, driving to the clinic, and dealing with the fearful cat at the veterinary clinic as reasons for fewer visits. Educating and preparing the client and the veterinary team with regard to respectful feline handling is necessary in order to avoid stress and accomplish the goal of good health care. Without such preparation, feline stress may escalate into fear or fear-associated aggression. The resulting stress may alter results of the physical examination and laboratory tests, leading to incorrect diagnoses (e.g., diabetes mellitus) and unnecessary treatments. Without compassionate and respectful handling by the veterinary team, clients may feel the team lacks skills and compassion, or does not understand cats. Injury may occur to the cat, client and/or veterinary team. Clients who want to avoid stress for their cat may avoid veterinary visits or choose another practice instead.

Goals  The use of feline-friendly handling techniques should reduce these problems. Handling is most successful when the veterinary team adapts the approach to each individual cat and situation. The goal of these guidelines is to provide useful information for handling cats that can lead to:

- Reduced fear and pain for the cat.
- Reinforced veterinarian–client–cat bond, trust and confidence, and thus better lifelong medical care for the cat.
- Improved efficiency, productivity and job satisfaction for the veterinary team.
- Increased client compliance.
- Fewer injuries to clients and the veterinary team.
- Reduced anxiety for the client.

Social behavior and communication

People often misinterpret cat behavior and how cats deal with stress and conflict. Veterinary teams can help clients create realistic expectations about feline behavior and how to resolve problems. Begin by educating the team and your clients about the unique social and behavioral characteristics of the cat. Help them learn to interpret behaviors from the animal’s perspective – that is, ‘to think like a cat’.

Feline behavior concepts

Historically, people kept cats for their ability to hunt and kill rodents rather than for other traits, so people did not significantly modify the cat’s innate behaviors by genetic selection. Cats need an outlet for hunting behavior. Hunting is also a component of play in cats. It may be possible to distract them in the clinic using an interactive toy, such as a toy mouse on a wire.

Cats are solitary hunters – they avoid fights with other cats whenever possible. They achieve this by distancing themselves from other cats. Cats often respond to confrontation by avoidance or hiding, with fighting only occurring as a last resort. Allowing cats to feel hidden while they are at the veterinary practice, using items such as towels or carriers, may facilitate handling.

Feline boldness and acceptance of novelty and interaction vary with genetic predisposition and environment. Socialization and habituation to human handling, starting between 2–7 weeks of age, improves feline–human relationships. Nonetheless, human agitation, rough handling, sudden or erratic movements, or loud voices may cause an unexpected or sudden fearful or aggressive reaction in the cat.

Cats are social animals, interacting primarily with cats within the same colony. Cats do not have an innate ability to tolerate unfamiliar
cats at initial introduction. As both predator and prey animals, cats often show fear or defensiveness in unfamiliar environments or with unfamiliar people. This behavior may be covert (not obvious) rather than overt (easily seen).

Cats reserve tactile communication with other cats for members of their feline social group or colony. Cats show affiliation and maintain the colony odor by allorubbing (rubbing against another; often misinterpreted when it is directed toward humans as a request for food or affection), and allogrooming (grooming each other, generally on the head and neck).

Most cats prefer the head and neck for physical touch. Cats may become upset and even aggressive when people try to pet them in other areas (eg, increased arousal and rolling skin when the back is touched; clasp- ing human hands and arms with feline claws when touched on the stomach after rolling onto their back).

Recognizing anxiety and fear
Fear is a response that enables avoidance of perceived danger. Anxiety results from the anticipation of an adverse event based on a previously negative, fearful or painful experience.

Early signs of fear and anxiety

Most veterinary team members can recognize facial and postural signs of advanced fearful aggressive behavior. The different behavioral displays shown here demonstrate points at which the veterinary team can attempt to defuse escalating fearful or fear–aggressive behaviors, well before a cat is fully aroused.

**Body postures**

This cat shows increasing signs of fear as a technician approaches. The cat displayed the below sequence of behaviors over less than a minute. The fear was resolved by distraction.

The technician is about 6 feet (2 m) away. The cat is showing early signs of fear or anxiety by slightly turning the ears and lowering them horizontally. The back is beginning to arch. Note the mild tension in the face. The team should be taking action at this stage to defuse this cat’s fear.

The cat shows increased fear by bringing the feet closer to the body, lowering the head and making itself seem smaller.

The cat is now preparing itself for fight. The back has become more arched and ears more flattened, suggesting that the cat is potentially more aggressive. (A few seconds later, the cat hissed and looked as if it would lunge forward)

The technician changed the approach and began enticing the cat with a favorite toy. Note the one extended paw and the upward ears. The back is no longer arched and the cat’s overall posture is more relaxed.

**Facial changes**

These close-up images show the cat’s face as it becomes more fearful. When these signs appear, take steps to defuse the anxiety in the cat.

Progressive mydriasis and mild rotation/flatting of the ears indicate increasing fear.

Slightly narrowed or oblong pupils, horizontal and forward turning ears and more tense jaw-set show escalating apprehension and fear.
Cats often respond to confrontation by avoidance or hiding . . .

With experience one can learn to recognize subtle, early signs of fear or anxiety (see below) and their related aggressive behavioral responses. Recognizing these signs early allows measures to be taken to prevent escalation to a full-blown response of fear aggression. Ear position, body posture and tail movement are helpful indicators of a cat’s state of mind. Changes in the eyes and face also give clues to mounting anxiety. Anxious or fearful cats may produce increased sweat from their paws. Anxiety and fear can also be recognized by changes in vocalization – from distress meowing to growling, hissing and spitting.

Cats lack techniques to resolve conflict by appeasing each other, and instead freeze, flee, fight or engage in displacement behaviors (eg, self-grooming). Acquiescence, silence and/or lack of movement do not signal lack of pain or lack of anxiety. A cat that ‘freezes’ is signaling that it is anxious or uncomfortable.22

Preparing client and cat for the veterinary visit

Taking the time to accustom the kitten or cat to travel and handling can reduce the stress of veterinary visits throughout the cat’s life. The veterinary team and the client can work together to develop strategies to prepare cats for positive veterinary experiences. Where possible, the team and/or client, as appropriate, should:

❖ Rehearse visits to the veterinary practice (hospital or clinic) with positive rewards (eg, tasty treats) to introduce the cat to the practice and being around other people and cats. Reward and reinforce all desired behavior, using technician or veterinary nurse* appointments to introduce the cat to the practice and being around other people and cats. Avoid punishing cats, either physically or verbally, because this can have unintended effects, such as increased or redirected aggression.
❖ Offer client education classes – either kitten classes or classes for owners of kittens. These allow opportunities to educate owners about positive handling of kittens to help familiarize kittens to different people and a variety of positive situations.
❖ Rehearse clinical examinations and learn to do procedures at home using calm praise and pairing these procedures with positive reinforcement, through food or other rewards (eg, play, catnip, massaging the neck or chin). Gently perform these procedures as demonstrated by a member of the veterinary team:
  – handling the paws and looking into the ears, to prepare for ear exams and nail clipping;
  – opening the mouth in association with the delivery of a tasty treat, to prepare for oral examinations, administration of oral medications, or tooth brushing;
  – feeling over the legs and the body, to prepare for the physical exam;
  – grooming;
  – doing regular medical procedures at home (eg, administering prescribed parasite prevention, taking blood glucose measurements in diabetic patients).
❖ Adapt cats to carriers (see page 367). Take kittens and cats on occasional short car rides, beginning at an early age if possible.
❖ Locate the cat well before departure on the day of the visit in order to leave on time; encourage the cat to enter the carrier on its own (see page 367).
❖ Bring items that carry a familiar scent for the cat, such as favorite bedding or toys.
❖ Notify the veterinary team in advance if the cat may be easily upset. This will allow them to prepare (eg, move cat to exam room immediately, have treats and toys available to distract the cat). The veterinary team may provide flexibility and choice, tailoring the appointment to each individual client and cat, as appropriate. For example, some cats do better with house calls, others do not.
❖ Understand the effect of your own anxiety or stress on the cat, remaining calm and reducing any outward display of fear and anxiety.
❖ Remain positive, proceed at the cat’s pace, remain aware of the cat’s responses, and use rewards that encourage desired behaviors (treats, food, toys, massage).
❖ If indicated, use prescribed anxiolytics and/or anti-nausea medication for the cat.
❖ Pre-plan for the cat’s return home (see ‘Going home’ section).

See Table 1 (page 373) and the ‘Further reading’ list (page 374) for helpful resources.

. . . Allowing cats to feel hidden while they are at the veterinary practice may facilitate handling.

*Sfootnote: Nurse is a European designation
Carriers provide safety for both client and cat during transport, and often give a cat a sense of security.

A variety of carrier styles exist, such as this one which zips open, allowing the cat to be slowly exposed, as appropriate, while it remains on its own bedding. Courtesy of Dr Anne-Claire Gagnon

A more conventional carrier, with removable top and front. Courtesy of Dr Sophia Yin

A variety of carrier styles exist, such as this one which zips open, allowing the cat to be slowly exposed, as appropriate, while it remains on its own bedding. Courtesy of Dr Anne-Claire Gagnon

A more conventional carrier, with removable top and front. Courtesy of Dr Sophia Yin

The goal is for the cat to learn to associate the carrier with positive experiences and routinely enter it voluntarily. Make the carrier a familiar part of furniture at home, with soft bedding for comfort. If the cat responds favorably to treats, catnip and/or toys, place these in the open carrier as positive reinforcement to encourage the cat to enter the carrier at home. Some owners may find it helpful to train the cat to enter the carrier using a word or clicker as a cue. Individual cats respond differently to treats; use them if that makes the cat less stressed or anxious.

Training the cat to use the carrier

The goal is for the cat to enter the carrier voluntarily. If the cat has not been accustomed to the carrier at the time a veterinary visit is imminent, plan a strategy that will work with the type of carrier and the home environment. Putting the carrier in a small room with few hiding places may encourage the cat to choose the carrier. Consider use of a synthetic feline facial pheromone (FFP) analog spray in the carrier at least 30 minutes prior to transport to help calm the cat. Open the carrier and place familiar bedding, a toy and/or treat inside. Encourage the cat to enter the carrier voluntarily. Do not chase the cat to get it into the carrier. If needed, remove the top of the carrier while encouraging the cat to go into the bottom tray, then calmly replace the top.

Getting an unwilling cat into the carrier

Prior to any scheduled veterinary visit, practice lifting the carrier and getting it in and out of the car. Try this first without the cat, to be sure that there isn’t too much jostling or knocking of the carrier, and then with the cat inside. During travel secure the carrier by placing it on the floor or by using a seatbelt, because a moving carrier can frighten the cat. Placing a towel over the carrier can prevent visual arousal.

Transporting the carrier in a vehicle

Relaxed kitty, with a favorite toy! Courtesy of Dr Ilona Rodan

Carrier secured with a seatbelt. Courtesy of Dr Eliza Sundahl
**General principles for creating a positive environment**

**Manage odors**
Manage odors by cleaning surfaces, washing hands and removing lint between patients. Ventilate after all olfactory incidents (e.g., disposing the trash after anal gland expression, cleaning where another cat has walked or rubbed on furniture). Cats are macrosmatic — their sensitive sense of smell drives many of their behavioral responses. Some odors (e.g., air fresheners, disinfectants, rubbing alcohol, blood, deodorant, perfume) and unfamiliar clothing may cause anxiety or fear.

**Consider using a synthetic feline facial pheromone analog**
Studies show that a synthetic FFP analog may have calming effects in stressful environments, reducing anxiety, fear and aggression, and increasing normal grooming and food intake in caged cats. Cats may benefit from diffusers placed throughout the hospital and a spray used about 30 minutes in advance on materials used for cats to lie on, in cages, as well as on towels used for handling.

**Manage visual and auditory input**
Minimize visual cues that may lead to anxiety. Keep other patients away from the cat’s line of vision. When possible, provide a separate feline entrance and feline waiting room or area. Cover cat carriers with a blanket or towel. Minimize harsh lighting. Provide a quiet environment and speak softly. Minimize noise that might startle the cat, such as phones and fans. Consider using soothing background music and acoustic dampeners.

**Use FFP only in addition to, and never as a substitute for,**
removing odors, washing, gentle handling and other provisions for creating a cat-friendly environment.

**Preventing the practice environment**

**Setting the stage**
Some key considerations for creating a cat-friendly environment, which apply throughout the hospital, are outlined in the box above.

**Waiting room/reception area**
Minimize waiting times by using scheduled appointments. If possible, modify the schedule to provide for:
- Cat appointments during quieter times of the day.
- Cat and dog appointments at different times.
- Different times and/or days for admitting cats and dogs for surgery.

Direct the client and cat into the exam room as soon as possible to avoid other pets and noise. If this is not possible, minimize cat–cat or dog–cat interaction, if both are in the waiting room, by educating clients with dogs to keep away from feline patients, providing separate dog and cat waiting rooms, or using screens to create separate dog/cat areas. Keep cat carriers off the floor (create elevated shelves above dog nose height, or use a stable chair that is not facing another pet). Have towels/blankets available to drape over the carrier if necessary.

**Exam/consulting room**
If the hospital sees more than feline patients try to dedicate a minimum of one exam room to cats only. Be flexible in your choice of where the exam occurs (e.g., exam table, scale, chair, couch or floor); conduct the exam wherever the cat is most comfortable (Fig 1). To remove scent signals, such as alarm pheromones, use disinfecting soaps or washing powders that remove both protein and fat (which are part of the make-up of pheromones). Have available a variety of treats, disposable/giveaway toys and/or catnip-treated towels to positively engage the cat. The response to catnip and similar plants will vary due to genetic differences.

**Manage odors**
Manage odors by cleaning surfaces, washing hands and removing lint between patients. Ventilate after all olfactory incidents (e.g., disposing the trash after anal gland expression, cleaning where another cat has walked or rubbed on furniture). Cats are macrosmatic — their sensitive sense of smell drives many of their behavioral responses. Some odors (e.g., air fresheners, disinfectants, rubbing alcohol, blood, deodorant, perfume) and unfamiliar clothing may cause anxiety or fear.

**Consider using a synthetic feline facial pheromone analog**
Studies show that a synthetic FFP analog may have calming effects in stressful environments, reducing anxiety, fear and aggression, and increasing normal grooming and food intake in caged cats. Cats may benefit from diffusers placed throughout the hospital and a spray used about 30 minutes in advance on materials used for cats to lie on, in cages, as well as on towels used for handling.

**Manage visual and auditory input**
Minimize visual cues that may lead to anxiety. Keep other patients away from the cat’s line of vision. When possible, provide a separate feline entrance and feline waiting room or area. Cover cat carriers with a blanket or towel. Minimize harsh lighting. Provide a quiet environment and speak softly. Minimize noise that might startle the cat, such as phones and fans. Consider using soothing background music and acoustic dampeners.

**If you have a resident cat ...**
Be aware that it may elicit anxiety in a patient if it is seen, smelled or heard. Train staff to recognize any signs of feline stress, both in the practice cat and in the patients, and be ready to either respond or prevent access of the practice cat to patient areas.
Interacting with the cat in the veterinary practice

Preparing to greet the cat

The first encounter with the cat will impact the success of the current and subsequent visits. Where possible, appoint specific ‘cat-friendly’ team members. Greet cats and clients by their names with moderated body language and voice.

Be aware of any special requirements of the individual patient before the cat arrives. Playful kittens are easily distracted by toys or treats. Middle-aged and senior cats frequently have degenerative joint disease and need soft surfaces to keep them comfortable; be aware that pain levels with chronic conditions will vary.38

As much as possible, have equipment needed for examination and testing in the exam room before handling the cat. To minimize the negative effects of gestures and noise, have all your materials prepared (eg, syringes out of their wrappers). Use silent clippers or scissors.

Think ‘Go slow to go fast.’ For most cats, using a slow approach is more efficient in achieving the results you want. Adopt a calm, positive demeanor and work at a consistent pace.

Opening the carrier and accessing the cat

Open the door of the carrier while taking the history, to allow the cat to choose whether it wants to venture out on its own. Some cats may walk out of the carrier more readily if it is on the floor. If the cat is out of the carrier, put the closed carrier out of sight during the exam but allow the cat to return to it immediately the procedures are completed. Calm cats that enjoy the experience may be left to explore the exam room, if appropriate.*

If the cat is still in the carrier when you finish history-taking, quietly remove the top and door, if possible. Most cats are very comfortable remaining in the bottom half of the carrier, and will allow a large portion of the examination while being there.

If the cat is fearful, place a towel between the two halves of the carrier as you remove the carrier top; this covers the cat in a ‘tent’ but the cat remains accessible (Fig 2).

Some carriers cannot be disassembled. Opinions vary about appropriate techniques for removing a cat from this type of carrier, with little or no evidence to show which are safest and least stressful. If the cat will not come out on its own, but will accept handling, try the techniques listed below.

*Footnote: When considering whether or how to allow cats to be loose in the room, and/or whether or how to allow clients to hold their cats, follow the recommendations of your veterinary association, attorney and/or liability insurance company.
Recognizing and responding to cat signals
Rely on the cat’s response (body language) to determine your own behavior (Fig 4). Recognize early signs of arousal; if needed, break longer procedures into steps to prevent escalation of fear. If the cat begins to show fear, slow down or take breaks from handling to prevent escalation of arousal. Some cats get worse with breaks and repeated attempts to handle, even with premedication; these patients should be sedated or anesthetized. With the use of anti-anxiety medications that might also have an amnesiac effect (eg, benzodiazepines), these cats may improve over several years.

Try using treats or a synthetic FFP analog. Evaluate the potential stress of multiple procedures and adjust timing accordingly if the cat becomes aroused. Determine your strategy early and be ready to change your technique to accommodate a rapidly escalating anxiety event (see later discussion on dealing with fearful/aggressive cats). Consider these options:

- Hospitalize the cat to carry out additional procedures later that day.
- Use chemical restraint.
- Reschedule for another time when a better strategy (eg, premedication) can be in place.

Always try to end the visit on a positive note, with client and cat as calm as possible.

Performing the exam and working with the cat
Learn a variety of techniques and positions for each procedure and be flexible with each individual patient. Try the following techniques:

- Place towels or non-slip pads under the cat, or keep the cat on top of the familiar bedding from the carrier; the latter is preferable because the familiar smell may make the cat more secure in the hospital environment.
- Examine the cat in a lap (preferably your lap) with the cat facing the client and away from you. Always have bedding underneath the cat and on your lap. Use your body and arm to support the cat.
- Allow the cat to maintain its chosen position.
- Vary your touch with the cat’s response. The head and neck are preferred areas of touch for the cat; placing your hand on the head and massaging between the eyes or cranial aspect of the ears may calm the cat (Fig 5). Other cats will remain still if you place a hand in front of the chest.
- Swaddle the cat in a towel (Fig 6) or cover the cat’s head with a blanket, as this may make the cat feel more secure.
- Whenever possible, perform procedures in the exam room. Most clients appreciate being present, but if their anxiety is making the situation worse for the cat, politely ask the client to step out of the exam room, rather than move the cat.

FIG 4 Cats hold back their ears for different reasons; this cat is relaxed and happy. Courtesy of Dr Anne-Claire Gagnon

FIG 5 Massaging or stroking the top of the head can help relax a cat while doing procedures such as taking blood pressure. The first and fifth digits help hold each side of the head to prevent movement that could cause injury. Courtesy of Dr Ilona Rodan

FIG 6 (a) Cats may feel more secure lightly swaddled in a towel while on an exam surface, as in the case of this mildly anxious cat. She is more relaxed with this technique than exploring the room or staying in her carrier. (b) Using a towel to wrap around a cat can provide varying degrees of restraint and control. This towel technique is excellent for cephalic venepuncture. Courtesy of Dr Eliza Sundahl (image a) and Dr Sophia Yin (image b)
Minimizing the stress of medical procedures
- When performing multiple procedures, begin with those less stressful or invasive.40
- Offer different routes of administering medications, when available. Show the client how to give pills. Consider pilling aid devices, food or tasty treats in which pills can be hidden.41
- Consider warming injections to room temperature, if this does not affect product efficacy.
- Use one needle to aspirate vaccine or drug, and a different, small-gauge needle to administer injections.42
- Holding the head and body in natural positions may allow procedures such as jugular/cephalic venepuncture and cystocentesis (Fig 7) with minimal restraint.
- For cats that react strongly when touched with a needle, and/or when multiple injections are anticipated, apply a topical anesthetic or use a transmucosal opioid.

![FIG 7 Many procedures require minimal restraint if the cat is in a natural position, such as in standing cystocentesis.](https://via.placeholder.com/256x532.png)

**About scruffing techniques**

**‘Scruffing’** is a general term for a variety of holds on the skin of the cat’s neck. Grasping the scruff of the neck varies from a gentle squeeze of skin, to grasping a larger fold of skin with varying amounts of pressure. Consideration of natural feline behavior can help put this technique into perspective. Cats grasp the scruff of the neck of other cats in only limited circumstances.43,44 During the first few weeks of life the mother cat may lift kittens by the scruff of the neck using her mouth.45 This is a method of transport and immobilization, and not a form of discipline. During mating, the tomcat grasps the scruff of the queen.46,47

Some veterinarians and veterinary behaviorists do not use scruffing and do not condone its use. They find that using other gentle handling techniques is less stressful, more time efficient, provides greater safety for personnel, and allows the cat to have a sense of control. They prefer other methods to manage situations where feline welfare or personnel safety are at stake.

Other veterinarians handle cats gently and use scruffing only if it is necessary to protect the welfare of the cat or for the physical protection of personnel. Still others think that scruffing a cat is acceptable for short procedures, in an emergency, and to prevent the cat from escaping or injuring someone.

If you think this technique is the only alternative, carefully evaluate the cat for any signs of fear or anxiety. The cat may become immobile but may not be comfortable, or may become aggressive. Handle the cat as gently as possible and guard against using aggressive handling techniques out of anger or frustration. The panel does not condone lifting the cat or suspending its body weight with a scruffing technique because it is unnecessary and potentially painful.

**‘Clipping’** or ‘pinch-induced behavioral inhibition’ is a term that pertains to using clips to apply pressure to the dorsal neck skin or other areas along the dorsal midline.48 Some veterinarians and behaviorists do not use clipping and do not condone its use. Some have reservations about the clipping procedure and have concerns about the ethics of controlling behavior through inhibition of behavioral responses. Others think it has a place when done appropriately, in certain cats and under the conditions described above for scruffing.48–50

**Techniques for working with fearful or aggressive cats**

Veterinarians may need to work with feral cats or fractious cats that could injure clients or the team. Cats may show anxiety, aggression and fear via a variety of behaviors. Fear is the most common cause of aggression in cats at the veterinary practice. Learn to recognize early signs and take steps to reduce or prevent escalation of fear. Carefully evaluate the situation to select the most appropriate action.

**Pre-visit techniques**
- When making appointments, ask about and then record the client’s comments about the cat’s behavior (at home and during previous visits). Record in the client file in-clinic experiences about what works and what does not.
- Make attempts to decrease fear associated with the carrier using the techniques described earlier.
- Provide oral medication to manage the cat’s fear prior to a visit if the history or owner comments suggest this might be helpful. Use an oral benzodiazepine (eg, alprazolam) as an anxiolytic and possible amnesic (note that benzodiazepines may cause disinhibition of aggression). Use anti-nausea medication (eg, maropitant) for cats with travel-induced nausea or emesis.51 Avoid using acepromazine because it is a sedative, not an anxiolytic; it limits motor responses without modifying sensory perception; it increases sensitivity to noises; and it may increase aggression, making the cat more combative. Specific treatment protocols vary by country and among veterinarians. Consult with an anesthesiologist for further information.

*Footnote: On review of these guidelines, the ISFM/FAB feline expert panel strongly support the view that scruffing should never be used as a routine method of restraint, and should only be used where there is no alternative.
Chemical restraint at the veterinary practice

Chemical restraint may increase safety and reduce stress for the cat, client and veterinary team. It is always better to use chemical restraint pre-emptively because, once the cat is agitated, chemical restraint is less effective or reliable. Indications for chemical restraint are shown on the right.

Medications that utilize intramuscular or subcutaneous administration are optimal because their use requires less restraint. Use reversible agents when possible. One choice is to use the following regimen, provided there are no contraindications:
- Low-dose dexmedetomidine (which is reversible), combined with an opioid for sedation. Choose an opioid based on the predicted degree of sedation and analgesia required. Mu (OP3) agonist narcotics (e.g., morphine, hydromorphone) are reversible. However, butorphanol is short acting and may be suitable for some procedures.
- Add a benzodiazepine (midazolam) for its hypnotic, sedative, muscle relaxation and possible amnesic effects (also reversible).
- Add a small amount of ketamine for further sedation, if a cat is not sufficiently sedated with the combination of an opioid, dexmedetomidine and midazolam.

Chemical restraint choices vary among veterinarians and will depend on patient signalment and physical status; product availability varies by country. Obtain advice from an anesthesiologist if necessary. A variety of resources contain specific protocols. The websites of the Veterinary Anesthesia and Analgesia Support Group and the American College of Veterinary Anesthesiologists contain more information (see Table 1).

Indications for chemical restraint
- When a cat shows signs of fear, anxiety or aggression, and the procedure will take longer without chemical restraint.
- Situations in which you anticipate pain, discomfort or surgery and where analgesia alone will be insufficient.
- When gentle restraint or appropriate restraint equipment does not provide sufficient safety for the team.

Use general anesthesia if sedation is insufficient to accomplish necessary procedures. Note that the use of an induction chamber with gas anesthetic as a method of restraint may mean less control of the patient's airway and raises concerns about other safety issues for the cat and the staff.

Fear is the most common cause of aggression in cats at the veterinary practice. Learn to recognize early signs and take steps to reduce or prevent escalation of fear.

Working with the cat at the practice
When a fearful/anxious cat is anticipated, if possible see it immediately upon arrival. Try any or all of the techniques described in the 'pre-visit' section, as appropriate. A synthetic FFP analog may make cats calmer but does not reduce struggling. If the cat is experiencing pain and/or a procedure is likely to cause pain, then premedicate with analgesics, use minimal restraint and divide procedures into smaller steps. Refer to the AAHA/AAFP pain management guidelines for information about under-recognized painful conditions and treatments in cats.

A variety of types of equipment are available to assist with feline handling. Reserve these for times when milder techniques are not effective. Be sensitive to the cat's response to any item used, and moderate as needed. Disinfect materials between use. Use of the following will vary with the needs of the individual cat and veterinarian:
- Towels or muzzles that cover the eyes might calm cats by reducing the intensity of visual stimuli. They do not immobilize the cat.
- Gloves may protect human arms and hands to some extent. Some panelists do not use gloves because they do not control the cat’s movement in the way that towels do and may carry odors that may further arouse the cat.
- Nets should be used only rarely, such as when a cat is difficult to get out of a cage for quick sedation, or in an emergency situation to capture a loose cat. Make sure it is a clam shell style net designed for the capture of small mammals (i.e., with holes much smaller than for fish, to prevent the cat’s toes from getting caught in the netting). Do not use a net to immobilize the cat unless the procedure can be completed within a few seconds (e.g., an injection). Some panelists never condone the use of nets.
- Cat bags designed for restraint can allow access to the front leg for cephalic venepuncture and the dorsal shoulder for subcutaneous fluid injections. Be aware that getting a cat into a cat bag may be difficult and that a tight bag may lead to panic, while a loose bag may not provide sufficient restraint. A well-placed towel wrap may be more comfortable and form-fitting.
**Going home**

When cats return home they may carry unfamiliar materials (eg, bandages), or unfamiliar odors (eg, elimination of inhalation anesthetic byproducts may create odors for 24–48 hours). Other cats may fail to recognize the returning cat and may attack them. To reduce problems, ask clients whether problems with re-introduction have occurred in the past, and consider the procedures that were performed at the veterinary practice.

**General tips for reducing inter-cat aggression at home**

- Ask clients to bring something that ‘smells like home’ when they drop off or pick up their cat (Fig 8).
- Consider the use of a synthetic FFP analog in the carrier and at home.
- Advise clients to be passive when bringing a cat home (do not encourage or force interaction between the cats or communal feeding).

**Where there is no history of aggression**

If the cats have no history of aggression after veterinary visits, try these steps:

- Leave the returning cat in the carrier to see how the other cat(s) react; if no hissing or signs of aggression/fear occur, leave the cats together (with the returning cat still in the carrier and with supervision) for approximately 5–10 minutes.
- Next, leave the cats free in the same room together and monitor for any reaction. If signs of aggression occur, distract the cats to separate them. Avoid getting between them or picking them up in that aroused state because redirected aggression may occur.

**Where aggression is a potential concern**

If prior home-comings have led to aggression, or if there is a negative reaction after trying the above approach, recommend that the client tries these steps:

- Put the patient in another safe, quiet room (with all necessary resources) for at least 24 hours until the cats consistently respond to food and toy play from both sides of the door.
- If problems continue after slow reintroduction for 3 days, clients should seek veterinary advice regarding slower introduction or medication to facilitate the process.

Often, in these situations, bringing the cats to the clinic together for future visits will prevent problems, as both cats will carry the scent of the clinic.

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information resource</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Association of Feline Practitioners (AAFP)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.catvets.com">www.catvets.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Client area with links to medical explanations and management strategies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Veterinary guidelines (eg, senior care, life stages, vaccination, pain management)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American College of Veterinary Anesthesiologists</td>
<td><a href="http://www.acva.org">www.acva.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- List of anesthesiologist consultants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalyst Council</td>
<td><a href="http://www.catalystcouncil.org">www.catalystcouncil.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Videos about taking your cat to the veterinarian, and cat carrier training</td>
<td><a href="http://www.catalystcouncil.org/resources/video">www.catalystcouncil.org/resources/video</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Health care information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell University College of Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td><a href="http://partnersah.vet.cornell.edu/pet/cats">http://partnersah.vet.cornell.edu/pet/cats</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cornell Feline Health Center videos demonstrate acclimating a cat to accept procedures such as brushing teeth, giving medication, trimming nails, taking temperature. Techniques can be adapted to other areas that may not be covered in the videos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feline Advisory Bureau (FAB)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fabcats.org">www.fabcats.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Information for cat owners and breeders about feline medical concerns, behavior issues and environmental needs</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fabcats.org">www.fabcats.org</a> &gt; advice &gt; owners &gt; general cat care &gt; medicating your cat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Tips on giving pills or liquid to cats</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Society of Feline Medicine (ISFM)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.isfm.net">www.isfm.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Veterinary information formerly on the Feline Advisory Bureau (FAB) website, including ‘Cat friendly practice’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State University – Indoor Pet Initiative</td>
<td><a href="http://indoorpet.osu.edu/cats">http://indoorpet.osu.edu/cats</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Comprehensive information helping owners and veterinarians understand the behavior and environmental requirements of the pet cat and offering strategies to facilitate providing a lifestyle less likely to result in stress-related disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterinary Anesthesia and Analgesia Support Group</td>
<td><a href="http://www.vasg.org">www.vasg.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Details about specific medications</td>
<td><a href="http://www.vasg.org/information_by_drug.htm">www.vasg.org/information_by_drug.htm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Medication protocols</td>
<td><a href="http://www.vasg.org/protocols.htm">www.vasg.org/protocols.htm</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY

POINTS

✜ Increased veterinary care for cats will significantly improve their health and welfare.
✜ Clients need to feel confident about bringing their cats to veterinary practices.
✜ Increased awareness of feline behavior on the part of the veterinary team may improve handling techniques and increase the frequency of health care visits.
✜ Relatively small and simple steps at each stage of the veterinary visit can make it a significantly happier and less stressful experience for all.

Further resources for veterinary teams and/or clients

Websites and online information
See Table 1.

Useful reading
Some of the below are available in electronic format; check with the publisher or supplier for information
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Collaborating to build a future of unparalleled cat care by:

- Raising the **profile of the cat** in the veterinary clinic
- Creating **continuing education opportunities** for veterinary care professionals
- Developing **practice guidelines** to facilitate high standards of feline health care
- Providing **tools and resources** to improve veterinary skills and knowledge